
Fair Market Value 
Where Government(s) and Academia have real time access to restricted 

data, the majority of the world operates in world using a different set of 

values. 

Russian Values 

Andrey Ostroukh published an article on October 3, 2013 “Russia to 

Grab Pension Money, Temporarily”1 on the online edition of the Wall 

Street Journal. To this writer the importance of the article dwells in 

these words: “Russia’s Finance Ministry sees the budget deficit at 0.7% 

of gross domestic product this year and 0.5% next year.” In year 2012 it 

is reported that Russia Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was $2,015 

Trillion United States Dollars. Referring to another Walls Street 

Journal article “IMF Cuts Russia 2013 GDP Growth Forecast to 1.5% 

from 2.5%”2 one could project Russian GDP value and as such could also 

predict a year 2013 budget deficit of $141 Billion US Dollars. Utilizing a 

common household calculator Russia’s year 2013 budget deficit would 

equal $14.105 Billion US Dollars. Consider a 1.5% projected rise in GDP 

to $2.045 Trillion US Dollars and a budget deficit of 5% reveals a 

budget deficit of $102 Billion US Dollars. On January 1, 2013 it was 

calculated that the population was 316,809,000 living breathing souls.  

In year 2011 the borrowing limit for the United States of America was 

$16.4 trillion. Failing not to mention Russia’s population in year 2012 

was 143.5 million living breathing souls. 
                                                            
1 http://blogs.wsj.com/emergingeurope/2013/10/03/russia‐to‐grab‐pension‐money‐temporarily/ 
2 http://online.wsj.com/article/BT‐CO‐20130924‐704370.html 



 

Egg Omelet 

Old adage was never to put all your eggs into one basket.  Back to eggs 

in a moment, everyone knows it is a crime to cook the books so how does 

one not break the law, rewrite the cookbook so intangible could be 

legalized. It is difficult to explain the issue without resorting to some 

sort of graphical analogy. Applying an analogy one may understand, 

consider that many decades ago tangible value was represented by a 

basket of brown eggs. When one sets down to review (eat) the final 

product, one only sees the scrambled eggs. Whereas a party wanted to 

advance financially faster than another, laws were changed to allow 

white eggs to be also used in the making of scrambled eggs, consider the 

beginning of the transformation from what was real to that of what was 

not reality and further advance the theoretical philosophy to allow 

synthetic eggs (intangible) to be introduced into the cooking. When one 

sets down to eat, one only sees scrambled eggs and knows not what eggs 

were brown (tangible), white (tangible), or synthetic (intangible). Off 

topic question(s), should heroin be legalized? Why was it, that improper 

intangible(s) were legalized. 

FMV 

When value is applied to a product to accommodate today’s market we 

can still refer to the formula A+B=C where A equals tangible value and 

B represents intangible value therefor an overlooking sophisticated 

purchaser really has no idea of what was really purchased, but the want 

to be right is so great one is apt to forget the cookbook has been 



rewritten to allow intangible substitution. Where Russia GDP of $2,015 

Trillion and with a population of 143.5 tangible value owed would be 

simple to determine by simple division.  2,015,000,000,000/143,500,000 

results in a value of $14,041 per soul. Applying a little reasoning math 

to the American egg we have $16,400,000,000,000 to be paid for by the 

soul profit from 316,809,000 if all were working profit producing results 

in a value of $51.766 Million. A reasonable mean value for earning of an 

American ranges between $24,000 and $32,140 for year 2005. Applying 

and extrapolating a reasonable low value for year 2013 maybe around 

$30,402. As one can clearly see the rise of tangible rise in earning would 

never succeed in balancing or canceling the intangible debt created. 

Wanted – Dead or Alive 

Early in Steve McQueen’s life he was noted to carry a short barreled 

rifle while looking for the crooks to bring to justice, dead or alive. 

Appears there are those within many governments, financial 

institutions, “and” including many of those in Central Banks that 

appear to be more concerned with saving the synthetic egg that seeing a 

chicken hatch from a brown “or” white egg. The one most serious 

question remains, how long will it take for the people (millions if not 

billions), who depend on work for generation of tangible value to see 

that intangible values are attempting to replace life values? 

Children’s Futures 

Maybe it is that those few dependent upon intangible values care not 

about but for their own. One thing for certain, where one is to continue 



the path currently on, failure is imminent and the paying of the price of 

future failure will not be pretty. Without knowing the added expenses 

to be added, it cannot be calculated to any certainty to how many 

generations of children will suffer and pay the price for a bunch of 

rotten eggs. At present date, if failure was presented it would not be 

pretty but failure in the future would make a failure of today look like a 

birthday celebration. 

History-Repeats 

Crookedness repeats but clearly actions taken today by government and 

financial people with claiming they are following historical policy is 

surely scrambled. All failures in the past have dealt with restoring 

tangible values, however today, it appears as the only concern is to save 

the intangible and allow the tangible to die. Tools of past are not 

applicable tools of today, the cookbook is not the same. 

 

One needs and should be proud of their country, when cooking leaders 

fail, the faith of the people fails for the hand not feeds truth and justice, 

not only within thy owns country, but throughout the world. 

Poker 

Considering a heroin addicts is only concern with finding the next fix, a 

question arises to protecting an intangible purchase. No issue with one 

wanting insurance for full value of risk undertaken, but where there are 



many subservient that also take out insurance, there is a point in time 

that the insurance payouts value total will exceed the tangible covered. 

Similar in fashion, is the long and short side bet (poker) that pays out 

using intangible created wealth and the receiver then proceeds to 

attempt to surrender the intangible for something of tangible value. 

Legal, but scrambled and palatable only to the party that purchased 

and insured the side bet. 

House –FMV 

The question arises, in the current market is the value on the sign in 

the front yard represent intangible value or tangible value? For Wall 

Street to operate under the new cookbook, value must be assigned as to 

be that of intangible value. 


